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1) Look at those .......... .
A) childs B) children C) childrens

D) child

2) My best friend ........ like milk.
A) don’t B) does
C) doesn’t D) do not

3) Where is the cat going to hide?
A) In a house.
B) Behind a tree.

C) Behind a snowman.
D) In the fog.

4) It’s big. It’s got a long neck. It’s got wings but it can’t fly. It’s a/an ....... .
A) penguin B) giraffe C) ostrich D) parrot
5) You are hungry. Ask for a hamburger.
A) Can I take a hamburger, please?
B) Give me a hamburger, please.

C) Can I have a hamburger, please?
D) Could you sell me a hamburger?

6) Your neighbour doesn’t look well. You say:
A) Hi!
B) What’s the matter?

C) Good luck!
D) How do you do?
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7) Who was the Wolf in the Grandma’s house waiting for:
A) Thumbelina
C) Little Red Riding Hood
B) Sleeping Beauty
D) Cinderella
8) Where does the Queen live?
A) in Buckingham Palace
B) in Trafalgar Square

C) in London Tower
D) in Westminster Abbey

9) In “Mr Football” Nina had a good time at the party thanks to:
A) Marco
C) Tim
B) Eddy
D) Mr Brown
10) There are four words from “The Plan” in the diagram. They all have the same letter
missing. What letter is it?
A) a
B) e
C) o
D) i

11) Mr Mexico ......... to our school today.
A) is coming
B) comes

C) will coming
D) has to come

12) Tom is the one who ....... all the chocolate.
A) has eated
B) ate

C) has eaten
D) eats

13) How many colours can you find in this word-snake? Start from the head!
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4

14) Which word includes the 1st and 16th letter in the alphabet:
A) actress
C) pool
B) elephant
D) road
15) It’s midnight. Five and half hours ago Michael had his supper, two hours after coming
back home. He had come back home at:
A) half past six
C) 6.30pm
B) half to five
D) half past four
16) What can’t you eat at McDonald’s?
A) hamburgers
B) chips
17) How many pence are there in one pound?
A) 10
B) 100
C) 1000

C) bortsch
D) apple pie

D) 0,1
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18) When you admire Big Ben, you look at ......... .
A) a tower
B) a clock

C) a bridge
D) a watch

19) In “Snowball of love”, when you throw snowballs at somebody it means that ........
A) he/she is something special to you.
C) you like his/her clothes.
B) you don’t like him/her.
D) you want to make him/her laugh.
20) Why was Nina so excited about the day with a great footballer, Marco?
A) She was crazy about football.
C) She wanted to meet a lot of boys.
B) She was looking for a boyfriend.
D) She was fascinated with Marco.
21) He could speak when he ........... .
A) had two years.
B) was two.

C) were two years old.
D) is two years.

22) Mercury is the nearest planet to the Sun, Pluto is ...... from the Sun.
A) the most far
C) the farthest
B) the farest
D) the longest
23) Do the crossword to find out what animal we are talking about
1. He isn’t five years old, he’s only .........
2. Twice as many as ten is .................
3. To write it down you need the same two numbers. It is ............

1)
2)
3)
A) It can see in the dark.
B) It likes milk.

C) It can swim.
D) It barks.

24) A native speaker is someone who ....... .
A) speaks English fluently.
B) has spoken a language since his/her birth.
C) speaks many languages.
D) can speak two languages since his/her birth.
25) How many mistakes can you find in this sentence:
„I has one hed and too eyes,
one nos but too eers,
too hands and too logs
and two many friends!”
A) 2

B) 5

C) 7

D) 9

26) You say: “I want to spend a penny”,
A) while doing shopping.
B) while leaving home.

C) while going to the toilet.
D) while trying to save money.
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27) Tom starts a telephone conversation:
A) Hi! How are you?
B) It’s me. Hi! Are you there?

C) Hi! There is Tom speaking here.
D) Hi! This is Tom speaking.

28) It rains ......... .

A

B

C

D

29) Why didn’t Sue’s plan work?
A) Because Emma didn’t love Paul any longer.
B) Because Paul didn’t love Emma any longer.
C) Because Sue fell in love with Paul herself.
D) Because Emma wasn’t her best friend.
30) Why did the writer let the Gossamer’s snowball melt?
A) He wanted to give his dog some water to drink.
B) He wanted another one.
C) He didn’t want Harriet to find it.
D) He learned that Gossamer didn’t love him.
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